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6. A secondary, but urgent, layer of the CDD is to manage the ongoing budget deficit facing the district. 
Currently 32,000 students are enrolled in a district that is structured for 50,000 students. Do you support 
the proposed changes at LHCS if they contribute to balancing the district budget?
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8. If you prefer LHCS remain a k-8 schools, there is one CDD model that has been presented where LHCS remains a k-8 
school (model 1). This model may require boundary changes to current LHCS boundaries to manage enrollment. Do you 
support maintaining our k-8 school if that means boundary changes for some LHCS families? (note- the potential boundary 
changes have not been presented for this model so we cannot say where they would occur)
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9. Under the changes propsed in model's 2-5 of the CDD Lake Harriet has been modeled both a Dual Campus k-5 school (lower k-
2 and upper 3-5) and two separate k-5 elementary schools. We have identified some different pros and cons to both scenarios. 
Some pros of a one school/dual campus model are : Maintaining one strong and established community, maintaining one 
established and effective PTA/Site Council, students would move to middle school with twice as many known peers, current 
students/friend groups would not be separated. Some benefits of two separate k-5 schools would be: Less bus transportation 
and more students in walk zones k-5, proximity to school would be closer k-5 (for most families, not all), fewer school changes in 
the k-5 years, siblings would be consolidated in one building for overlapping k-5 years. Under the proposed changes (models 2-5)
of the CDD, which model school(s) would you prefer Lake Harriet Community School become?
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K-8 MODEL

Open-ended 
Survey Responses

Examples of Support

• They are taking a successful school and dismantling it where they should be keeping and 
building upon success.

• Middle school performance drops are real and rarely recovered from. The k-8 model has 
been shown to greatly reduce this performance drop. Please use actual evidence to 
determine plans.

• There is a need (and desire) within the school community for both traditional middle 
schools, and K-8 schools, throughout the city. There have been other areas of 
Minneapolis that have wanted additional K-8 schools, and those requests haven't been 
honored. Many privates and charters are K-8. Perhaps it would benefit MPS to learn if 
students might return from these private and charter schools if there were more K-8 
options within MPS.

Examples of Opposition

• I am in favor of district wide preK-5 / 6-8 / 9-12 schools as proposed. I also favor 
adjusted boundaries if necessary.

• I am excited about moving our children into a larger middle school, as I think it will offer 
more choices and ease the high school transition.

• Looking back I think [our high schooler] could have benefitted from a switch for middle 
school (even though upper campus is walkable from our house, which I love).



SCHOOL 
MODEL

Open-ended 
Survey Responses

Support Two Separate K-5 Schools-

• I think splitting up k-5 is too many transition points in too short a time period.

• Attending school in close proximity to residence is a high priority for our family. We are most 
excited about k-5 then 6-8 option, with split of Linden Hills/Fulton.

• K-2, 3-5 splits up siblings too often - many would never have their children in the same building 
before high school. Hence, I prefer one site k-5.

Support One Split K-2, 3-5 LHCS Campus

• K-2 and 3-5 campus is the BEST choice because it supports strong grade level teams and learning 
outcomes in the classrooms, as well as maintains a STRONG Lake Harriet community.

• [It] would afford each class cohort a larger peer network and the critical mass of students to 
support age specific unique curriculum and extracurricular activities like STEAM Day, Girls on the 
Run, Minneapolis Kids

• Splitting lower into 2 separate K-5s appears to put upper at a significant disadvantage from a 
size and funding perspective.

Neutral Stance on Two Separate K-5 Schools vs One Split K-2 & 3-5 LHCS Campus

• My main concern is keeping neighborhood kids together in school, whether that’s one or two 
campuses, indifferent. Keep kids together.

• Even though I think two schools would work better I think upper campus will be hard to 
transition to work for younger children. The classroom sizes, toilets, height of water fountains 
etc. feel much more like a middle school.



VIEWS OF THE 
CDD ROLLOUT

Open-ended 
Survey Responses

Examples of Support

• I commend the School District Leadership in their efforts to balance the giant issues that face 
this urban school district. I appreciate their professionalism, transparency, and willingness to 
answer questions and get feedback from the public school families.

• I am in support of the district changes and will be comfortable with creating a K-5 school.

• The MPS budget deficit MUST be solved. If our school district becomes dysfunctional and goes 
under, it doesn't matter what model the school is k-8 OR k-5, it will negatively impact the city, 
home values, the school system, and the list goes on and on.

Examples of Opposition

• It seems that the district is determined to rush about through a plan without being able to tell 
parents where their children will go to school in two years, much less provide any data or 
information that would support the conclusion that whatever plan they ultimately settle on will 
result in any of the desired benefits for low income students and students of color.

• The most ironic part of the thoughtless chopping up of LHCS is that, as I understand it, MPS 
wants to create across the district the kind of strong community schools we have in southwest 
Mpls, but doesn’t care if it rips apart the community schools in southwest Mpls along the way. I 
am mystified, disappointed, and considering looking for an alternative in the suburbs because I 
firmly believe MPS could collapse and take city home values down with it.

• My sense of the district's current communication protocol: 1) Advance a design/plan that fails 
to address critical details to families with students in the district. 2) Ask for feedback. 3) Make 
those who provide anything other than rubber-stamping the vague proposal feel as though they 
must not support a quality education for all. 4) Keep marching forward (with an urgent timeline) 
in a way that appears the district is NOT listening to the feedback it receives and not filling in the 
details quickly enough to calm those assuming the worst. (For the record, I am equally 
frustrated by those parents who assume negative intent and fear the worst.)
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AND 
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Open-ended 
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Other Ideas / Suggestions

• I would like to put forward the idea of turning Upper into a 6-8 middle school to serve LH and surrounding schools, 
which would help fill LH lower, Kenny, Window and Armatage K-5s. If all of those schools become K-5 it is likely that 
one of those schools will be shut for low enrollment in the foreseeable future.

• I implore you to consider pilots to establish efficacy before making a change of this magnitude.

• Is giving up bus transportation an option for cost savings? If so, I would gladly forego busing and drop-off/pick-up 
everyday

• The district is too large. The needs of the SW are different. We should split the district. Funding can continue to be 
city wide but the SW should be its own district so it can make its own decisions.

Other Concerns

• I suspect that the district take on a hands-off approach to our neighborhood schools, and the burden of funding, 
programming and support will fall squarely on the shoulders of the parents.

• I feel like there are [enrollment] waves, are we just at the top of the wave and the number of enrollments will 
lessen over the upcoming years? If so, will we face an issue where there's too many k-5 schools?

• I really hope that ALL current 6-8 middle schoolers who are enrolled at Lake Harriet will be allowed to complete 
their middle school experience at LHCS.

• This survey is skewed because families with younger children are voting without having the experience of the whole 
system at LHCS and entering SWHS and are hypothesizing on impacts. Families with older children should be 
weighed more heavily, as they understand broader implications and intangibles that comes with more experience.


